In order to retain customers, hairdressers usually persuade customers to be their members by offering membership card. This paper studies how to set up their recommendation system in the hairdressers. According to the membership information and consumer behavior, the hairdresser provides personalized recommendation to different members and lets customers experience personalized choices. A recommendation algorithm based on customer ratings and a customer classification method based on Logistic Regression Model are discussed in this paper. The former is used to recommend hair style and color to a customer. The latter is used to determine whether to recommend some maintenance programs to a customer or not.
Introduction
Competition in the market is increasingly fierce in hairdressing industry. Customer source becomes the lifeline of the hairdresser's survival and development. In order to retain customers, hairdressers usually persuade customers to be their members by offering membership card.
Membership marketing is a new type of marketing strategy developed in the 1990s. In order to improve customer loyalty and realize the purpose of increasing corporate long-term profits, the company provides differentiated services and precise marketing for their members. For the hairdressing industry, loyal customers are the root of its profits.
Initially, a customer is recognized as a loyal or potential loyal customer only when the amount of consump-tion reaches a certain number. Then, the enterprise ranks the customer as a member and provides personalized service or corresponding preferential treatment. But now, a customer becomes the hairdresser's member only by purchasing a membership card. Different preferential treatments correspond with different prices of the membership card. In fact, hairdressing is a highly individualized service industry. Usually, price is not the first concern. A customer will continue to consume at the store if the stylist can design the customer's hair according to his/her characteristic or preference. This personalized service makes the customer trust and depend on the hairdresser and then customer loyalty is improved. Haircut, hair perm, hair dying, hair styling and maintenance are usually included in hairdressing services. So hairdressing services must involve hairstyle choices and color choices. In a hairstylist website, there are more than 1.5 million pieces of hairdo related images. Looking for a hairstyle suiting for your hair length, such as short hair, you will get more than 30,000 pictures. If you want to color your hair, you will have hundreds of color to choose from. Facing massive information, customers will have difficulty making choices. To help customers make choices, the hairdresser should provide a product display according to the characteristics of different customers. This kind of personalized service can make customers to face less and suitable choices and this accurate service will enhance customers' trust and dependence on the hairdresser's and thus become loyal customers.
Recommender system is a software system, a kind of tool which helps customers find the information conformed to their interest quickly in the vast amounts of information. It is now being widely used in our daily life. Shadanand, U. et al. [1] discussed the implementation of a networked system called Ringo, which makes personalized recommendations for music albums and artists. Konstan et al. [2] discussed a collaborative filtering system for Usenet news-a high-volume, high-turnover discussion list service on the Internet. Mobasher et al. [3] described an approach to usage-based Web personalization taking into account the full spectrum of Web mining techniques and activities. Badrul Sarvar et al. [4] introduced three similarity formulas and discussed techniques for obtaining recommendations from the similarities. G. Adomavicius and A. Tuzhilin [5] presented an overview of the field of recommender systems and described the current generation of recommendation methods that are usually classified into the following three main categories: content-based, collaborative, and hybrid recommendation approaches. Y. Koren [6] introduced some innovations to merge the factor and neighborhood models and built a more accurate combined model. Y. Shi, M. Larson and A. Hanjalic [7] proposed a novel algorithm, Taginduced Cross-Domain Collaborative Filtering (Tag CDCF), which exploits user-contributed tags that are common to multiple domains in order to establish the cross-domain links necessary for successful cross-domain C. F. M. Deshpande and G. Karypis [8] presented one such class of model-based recommendation algorithms that first determines the similarities between the various items and then uses them to identify the set of items to be recommended.
In recent years, many approaches for building recommender systems have been developed. But few people focus on the hairdressing industry. Hairdressing is a highly personalized industry. A hairdresser's can build its own recommender system that utilizes either the membership information, or consumer behavior. Consumers experience personalized choices from different personalized recommendation. This article discusses recommendation algorithm based on customer ratings which is used to recommend hair style or color and customer classification method based on Logistic Regression Model which is used to determine whether to recommend some maintenance program to a customer or not.
Recommendation Algorithm Based on Customer Ratings
Based on the membership information, consumer behavior and preferences, hairdressers recommend hairstyle, hair color to their members. So the details of members should be covered in database such as Table 1 .
In order to record what a customer like, the hairdresser's should ask the customer to score hair styles and colors according to a 5-point scoring model with extreme like, like, in general, dislike, extreme dislike corresponding Customer's interest: short hair, long hair, straight hair, curly hair, color Customer's propensity to consume: income, level of education, cognitive approach of the hairdresser's (introduced by relatives and friends, from advertising and passing found) The stylist professional judgment information: feature, hair quality, skin color 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 respectively. Assume that there are n hair styles and m colors for customers to choose from in the system and there are k members belong to the hairdresser's. A customer rating form will be gotten, which is a ( ) k n m × + matrix. Among them, columns 1 to n are about hair styles and columns 1 n + to n m + are about hair colors. Sign ij s is used to record the score Customer i applied to hair style or hair color j. Assume that the current customer is Customer a. If aj s is null, Customer a is thought not to focus on style or color j. The hairstyle or color that Customer a might like should be find by the recommender system from the hairstyle or color that Customer a never gives attention to.
A person's hairstyle or color preference would not change for a certain period. Besides a person's hairstyle or color preferences is usually influenced by his/her feature, skin color, personality, age, and occupation. Therefore if some people had similar preferences in the past, they may have similar preferences in the future. This characteristic is suitable for selection recommendation algorithms based on user's nearest neighbor. It is said that someone whose preference was similar to Customer a in the past will be found by using the customer rating form. These customers constitute the similar customers set of Customer a. Using these customers' rating, the score of the hairstyle or color which Customer a did not focus on should be predicted by the recommender system. If the predicted score reaches a certain value, the corresponding hairstyle or color will be recommended to Customer a.
Customers of ten pay more attention to hairstyles which length is similar to his/hers. Hairstyles can be classified by length, for example by short, medium short, medium long, long four sets. Then, respectively, there are ( )
, , , n n n n n n n n n + + + = hair styles in each set and the rating form is a
k n m k n n n n m   × + = × + + + +   matrix. Similar customer set of Customer a will be produced under the corresponding class of Customer a in hair style recommendation and similar customer set of Customer a will be produced in all customers in hair color recommendation.
For example, a female short hair style recommendation will be given to Customer a who had left a scoring record for the hair style 1 2 , , , q j j j  . Assume that there are total 1 n kinds of hair style to show and the number of short hair members is t. The following two recommendations will be provided to Customer a. First, the hairstyle she liked before should be found from hairstyle 1 2 , , , q j j j  and be shown. Second, hairstyles she might like should be found from the left 1 n q − kind of hairstyles and shown. Next, the second recommendation will be discussed.
Pearson correlation coefficients is used to calculate the degree of similarity between Customer a and Custom- 
Customer Classification Method Based on Logistic Regression Model
The hairdressers' service is usually classified into two categories: hairdressing and maintenance. Maintenance is usually classified into two categories: hair maintenance and scalp maintenance. The scalp maintenance is a program which only few people choose. Over-recommendation may disgust customers and drive them away. How to decide whether to recommend scalp maintenance program to a new member or not? A wealth of information of customers has been accumulated in the member database such as gender, occupation, age, monthly average income, personality preferences, address, cognitive approach(how customers get to know the hairdresser's), consumption programs, etc. 
The logistic regression model can be gotten, [10] ( , , , n α β β β  . It is important to note that in order to maintain statistical properties of maximum likelihood estimation, the membership has to reach a certain size, usually above 500 or at least more than ( ) min 100,10n . Let 1 2 , , , n x x x  be the value of the index 1 2 , , , n X X X  of a new customer, then the probability the customer may accept maintenance recommended is ( ) ( ) 
Let the preset threshold value be θ, when p θ ≥ , maintenance program will be recommended to the new customer.
Simulation on Examples

The Short Hair Recommendation
Assume that current customer is Customer a, female, short hair. There are a total of 35,000 (10,000 male, 25,000 female) members in a salon chain, and there are 3000 female in the short hair set and there are 300 kinds of short hair styles to recommend. The process is shown by Figure 1 .
Usually, two problems must be solved by the recommender system when a score of a customer about a hairstyle or color should be predicted. The first is that there is no customer rating data when the recommender system has just been started up or the recommender system is faced with new customers. The second is hundreds or thousands of hair styles and hair colors are provided, but a customer can't score every style or color. A scoring record of hairstyle 1 2 , , , q j j j  Customer a has been left, the similar customer set will be found according to these q column data. But some scores of these q columns of the rest customers may be null. Whether producing similar customer set of Customer a or predicting the score about hairstyle ( )
of Customer a, loss scores of the rest customers must be added.
Using expert recommendation and expert evaluation system is a good solution. That is to say that a stylist rating form should be used. Every stylist scores each style and color from professional angles, according to a customer's age, gender, occupation, feature, skin color and so on. Take the average to form an expert rating form. When the recommender system is started up or faced with new customers, the expert evaluation system is used directly. If a data item is null when the similar customer set of a regular customer should be found, the stylist's score is added.
In this case, current customer has scored 38 kinds of hairstyles and she likes 14 kinds of them. These 14 kinds of hair styles were shown at first and then the top 20 kinds of hair styles she might like were recommended to her.
Besides expert evaluation, there are many other kinds of algorithm about how to add ij s , [11] such as the global average that is the average of all scoring record, the average of all score of Customer i, the average of all score of hairstyle j. It is shown that customers tend to use the stylist scores to add the loss data after surveying 120 customers. It shows the importance of an expert system in the hairdressing industry.
Numerical Example of Classification about Members
In this case, samples were extracted which sample size is 500. Six indexes are selected to constitute independent 
Selecting the stepwise regression, Logistic regression analysis has been gotten as the following Table 2 .
As can be seen from the Table 2 , there are four variables in the regression model: gender, monthly average income, education years and cognitive approach. The cognitive approach is originally a three classification variable. In the process of Logistic regression it is transformed into a set of design variables, they are cognitive approach (1), cognitive approach (2) 
Being a reference, cognitive approach is not gotten into the regression model. Its estimated coefficient is 0. Set gender, monthly salary, education years, cognitive approach (1) and cognitive way (2) as 1 2 3 4 5 , , , , 
Assume that there are two new members: Member 1(male, mean monthly salary 6200 yuan, graduated from the university, found the hairdresser's from advertising) and Member 2 (female, mean monthly salary 4500 yuan, graduated from university, saw the hairdresser's when shopping). Their basic information can be respectively described as According to the formula (2), the probability estimates that they will accept scalp maintain can be calculated respectively, 
Assume that the default to recommend the consumption to a candidate is more than 0.7. Since 1
20
.7, 0.7 p p > < , the scalp maintain should be recommended to Member 1.
Conclusion
Hairdressing is a highly personalized industry. And consumers have better personalized experience with the help of personalized recommendations. So a recommender system should be built in a hairdresser's. According to the membership information and consumer behavior, what to recommend to a particular customer may be decided by the system. This paper discusses recommendation algorithm based on customer ratings and customer classification method based on Logistic Regression Model and gives simulation examples. When similar customer set of Customer a is produced or the score about hairstyle which Customer a might like is predicted, loss scores of the rest customers must be added. There are many kinds of algorithm about how to add the loss scores. The survey shows that customers tend to use the stylist scores to add the loss data. It shows the importance of an expert system in the hairdressing industry.
